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Organic food – is it worth it? by Paul Clifford with Amy Jay 
 
The organic food industry in Australia has grown rapidly in recent years.  According to IBISWorld, 

over the last five years “Australia's Organic Farming industry has grown at a robust pace of 11.6% 

per annum and IBISWorld expects the industry will continue to soar, increasing its revenue by 14.9% 

over 2012-13 to be worth $578.9 million”. 

At various times I have thought about whether I should ‘convert’ to organic food.  However, cost 

and convenience has usually held me back.  The convenience argument is probably a little lame 

coming from me as I hate shopping at the best of times.  If someone told me I could go to the 

nearest BMW store and pick up a free BMW I’d probably want it to be over quickly.  When 

shopping for food I typically have a routine whereby I know where in the store I’m going and I 

pick up the instantly recognisable purchases I have made hundreds of times before.  The idea of 

checking labels to determine whether a product is organic and where and how it was made 

would cause me severe headaches.  However, it is not the end of the world and I could be 

trained to change my attitude on that one. 

Price is a bit harder.  According to a Suncorp Bank press release in February 2013, “Analysis of 

supermarket prices shows that organic food is 79 per cent more expensive than established 

supermarket groceries, with some individual items up to 300 per cent dearer”.  Now that’s hard 

to swallow (pardon the pun).  Coles don’t have their annoying “down, down” jingle for no 

reason.  They know that many consumers are driven by price.  A survey by The Economist 

Intelligence Unit – ‘World Cost of Living 2013’ has Melbourne as equal fourth most expensive 

city in the world.  Many Melburnians on good salaries are finding the bills taking up more and 

more of their disposable income.  Now I must confess; I am a conservative spender.  I find a lot 

of advertising misleading and a lot of products unnecessary.  I do whatever I can to hold on to 

things that are still serviceable rather than buy a shinier new version.  I also feel our cost of 

living is soaring.  So the thought of spending up to 79% more on food is not that attractive.   

What would help would be solid evidence that organic food was delivering health benefits.  

What concerned me recently was a finding by Stanford University published in the September 4 

issue of Annals of Internal Medicine.  Its paper examined the nutrition of organic and non-

organic foods, and according to Stanford’s School of Medicine, it is the “most comprehensive 

meta-analysis to date of existing studies comparing organic and conventional foods”.  They did 

not find strong evidence that organic foods are more nutritious or carry fewer health risks than 

non organic foods.   

They did not find strong evidence that organic foods are more nutritious or 

carry fewer health risks than non organic foods. 
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The Stanford team found an absence of long-term studies comparing the health outcomes of 

eating organic and non-organic food, and they found no consistent differences in the vitamin 

content of both types of product except for phosphorus.  However, as few people have 

phosphorous deficiency, the researchers noted this had little clinical significance.  What was also 

very interesting was their inability to find conclusive evidence that conventional foods posed 

greater health risks than organic foods.  The team found organic produce’s pesticide 

contamination risk was 30 percent lower than in conventional fruits and vegetables but also 

noted that pesticide levels for all foods were typically lower than the allowable maximum. 

This research solidifies my current position on conversion to organic food.  In my view, there is 

simply no compelling reason to do it.  In fact there is a compelling reason not to.  It’s simply too 

expensive and no significant research to point to sufficient health benefits.  What I’d rather do is 

focus on eating healthy food, putting aside the organic v non organic argument, and establishing 

a workable nutritious diet that is going to keep me fit and strong now that I am in my 40s.      

 
Contact Amy on 0410473996 or e-mail Amy at amyjaya.com if you’d like to know more organic 
food.   


